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Abstract—With the increased popularity of mobile multimedia
services, efficient and robust video multicast strategies are of
critical importance. Cooperative communications has been shown
to improve the robustness and the data rates for point-to-point
transmission. In this paper, a two-hop cooperative transmission
scheme for multicast in infrastructure-based networks is used,
where multiple relays forward the data simultaneously using ran-
domized distributed space time codes (RDSTC). This randomized
cooperative transmission is further integrated with layered video
coding and packet level forward error correction (FEC) to enable
efficient and robust video multicast. Three different schemes
are proposed to find the system operating parameters based on
the availability of the channel information at the source station:
RDSTC with full channel information, RDSTC with limited
channel information, and RDSTC with node count. The perfor-
mance of these three schemes are compared with rate adaptive
direct transmission and conventional multicast that does not use
rate adaptation. The results show that while rate-adaptive direct
transmission provides better video quality than conventional
multicast, all three proposed randomized cooperative schemes
outperform both strategies significantly as long as the network
has enough nodes. Furthermore, the performance gap between
RDSTC with full channel information and RDSTC with limited
channel information or node count is relatively small, indicating
the robustness of the proposed cooperative multicast system using
RDSTC.

Index Terms—Layered video coding, randomized distributed
space time coding, user cooperation, video multicast, wireless
networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N recent years, the progress in multimedia technology has
given rise to the demand for video applications over wire-

less networks. Multicasting is a bandwidth efficient method to
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deliver popular events to many wireless nodes, since it saves net-
work resources by spreading the same data stream across mul-
tiple receivers. However, the high packet loss ratio and band-
width variations of wireless channels make video multicast over
wireless networks a challenging problem.

In this paper, we consider multicasting in an infrastructure-
based network, i.e., wireless local area networks (WLAN) or
cellular networks. We study maximizing the video quality for
the multicast nodes in the coverage range of an access point
(AP) or base station (BS) considering both the wireless network
and multimedia characteristics. To achieve this goal, we propose
to utilize user cooperation techniques to combat path loss and
fading as well as to boost the transmission rates. Specifically,
we employ randomized distributed space time codes (RDSTC)
where the nodes that receive the video packets can act as re-
lays and transmit simultaneously. We further employ packet
level forward error correction (FEC) to handle packet losses in
the network. We choose the amount of packet level FEC ap-
plied such that there is no observable quality degradation in the
video. Finally, we employ layered video coding and configure
the system parameters to provide different video quality levels
commensurate with nodes’ channel conditions.

User cooperation where terminals process and forward the
overheard signal transmitted by other nodes to their intended
destination is an effective technique to combat path loss and
fading [1], [2]. Cooperation techniques can be used to provide
spatial diversity [3] as well as reduction in source distortion
(including video) in point-to-point communications (unicast)
by providing unequal error protection [4], [5]. The majority of
the research on cooperation (including the above-mentioned
studies) considers a unicast scenario. However, cooperative
transmission is especially suitable for multicast not only be-
cause of its ability to substantially reduce the packet losses,
but also because the relays are part of the multicast group, and
hence are free from the incentive and security concerns that
may impact the deployment of cooperation for point-to-point
communications.

In general, there may be more than one node that can over-
hear the packets sent by the source station. If we let these nodes
transmit cooperatively to the destination, significant diversity
gains can be accomplished. Without physical layer cooperation
(i.e., utilizing cooperation in MAC and upper layers), these
nodes can only relay sequentially, but this results in a loss of
spectral efficiency. A more efficient way is for the nodes to
relay simultaneously utilizing cooperation at physical layer,
e.g., using a distributed space time code (DSTC) [3]. The
basic idea behind DSTC is to coordinate and synchronize the
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relays such that each relay acts as one antenna of a regular
space time code (STC) [6], [7]. However, in order to realize
such a system, each relay participating in a DSTC needs to
know exactly which antenna it will mimic in the underlying
STC. Furthermore, based on the dimension of the underlying
STC used, a fixed number of relays is chosen. Even though
there may be other nodes who decode the source information
correctly, they are not allowed to transmit, thus forfeiting the
potential diversity and coding gains. Finally, a DSTC requires
tight synchronization of the relay nodes, putting a heavy burden
on the MAC and physical layers.

In order to circumvent these problems, RDSTC [8] can be
used where each relay transmits a random linear combination
of antenna waveforms. RDSTC not only eliminates the antenna
index assignment, but also allows variable number of relays that
are selected on the fly. Furthermore, RDSTC does not need as
tight synchronization among relays as that required by DSTC
[10]. Randomized coding for unicast transmission in a wireless
network is described in [11], where the impact on the MAC layer
performance is also discussed. A joint physical and MAC de-
sign for unicast transmission using a randomized cooperative
scheme is described in [12] and [13]. RDSTC is especially at-
tractive for multicast since the nodes that receive the packets can
act as relays and transmit simultaneously, without the need for
relay selection and scheduling. Hence, our proposed framework
is based on RDSTC.

In order to handle packet losses at each hop of the cooperative
system, we further employ packet level FEC. Note that in a mul-
ticast system, since each node experiences different packet loss
patterns than its neighbors, a simple Automatic Repeat reQuest
(ARQ) based scheme results in a large number of retransmis-
sions. The advantage of using packet level FEC for multicas-
ting is that any parity packet can be used to correct independent
packet losses among different receivers.

The main contribution of this paper is the integration of lay-
ered video coding, RDSTC based user cooperation, and packet
level FEC to enable efficient and robust video multicast. Our
emphasis is on selection of system operating parameters that
maximize the sustainable video rate for a given channel envi-
ronment, at which all users or a larger percentage of users can
receive the video with negligible packet loss effect. The oper-
ating parameters considered include transmission rates of the
first and second hops, the STC dimension of the RDSTC code,
as well as the FEC rate. Note that because we choose the FEC
rate so that packet loss effect is negligible, maximizing the video
rate is equivalent to maximizing the video quality. We use video
quality to evaluate the performance of the system; however, the
approach can be extended to include the power consumption and
coverage range as a performance metric. We propose three dif-
ferent schemes which differ in the assumed available channel
information. The first one (RDSTC with full channel informa-
tion) was partially studied in [14] and [15] and assumes that the
source station knows the average received signal-to-noise ratios
(SNRs) between itself and each receiver node as well as between
all pairs of nodes. This can be achieved by exchanging con-
trol signals among the nodes to measure the average SNR, and
then this information is transmitted back to the source station.
Note that the overhead due to control signals may be formidable;

therefore, the next two schemes we study are heuristic and re-
quires less control signalling. The second scheme (RDSTC with
limited channel information) assumes that the source station
only knows the channel information between the nodes and it-
self. Finally, the third scheme (RDSTC with node count) con-
siders that the source station only knows the number of nodes
in its coverage range. For each of these schemes, we find the
system operating parameters (transmission rates of both hops,
the STC dimension, and the FEC rate) based on the channel in-
formation, and evaluate the achievable video rate. We compare
the results of the above three schemes with rate adaptive direct
transmission [18] and conventional multicast. We further con-
sider performance of a layered cooperative multicast system,
which provides better video quality to the nodes with better
channel conditions.

Wirelessvideomulticasthasbeenstudiedbothininfrastructure
based networks and self-organizing (ad-hoc) networks. In infra-
structurebasedwirelessnetworks, [16]and[17]studiederrorcon-
trol in wireless video multicast. A rate-adaptive multicast where
rateadaptationisintegratedwithpacket levelFECisconsideredin
[18] where the authors showed that joint rate and FEC adaptation
significantly improves the quality in a multicast system. Scalable
(layered) video coding is utilized in [19]–[22] to address the het-
erogeneity of multicast nodes. In [23] and [24], multicast routing
protocols are discussed for ad-hoc networks. The authors of [25]
and [26] also considered video multicast over ad-hoc networks,
where the use of multiple description video is proposed to over-
come the unreliability of wireless links. Studies on multicast in
mesh networks in general consider building an efficient multicast
tree. Chou et al. [27] considered video multicast for multi-rate
wireless mesh networks where the construction of the multicast
tree along with scheduling for low latency multicast were ex-
plored. Layered video multicast is studied in mesh networks [28].
Although the mentioned studies consider layered video multicast
in a multi-hop network, none of those papers have considered
the use of user cooperation combined with layered video and ap-
plication layer FEC in order to provide robust video multicast.
Recently, we studied a multi-hop layered multicast system (with
no physical layer combining), where multiple relays transmit se-
quentially in time, and showed the benefits of such a scheme both
numerically and experimentally [29]. However, with such an ap-
proach, the throughput of the system is limited due to the sequen-
tial transmission.

This paper is organized as follows. We introduce the system
model in Section II. Section III formulates the computation of
bit error rates for both direct transmission and RDSTC. We dis-
cuss the packet level FEC along with the resulting video rate
for direct transmission in Section IV. We formulate the video
rate for randomized cooperation for both single layer and lay-
ered transmission in Section V. In Section VI, we discuss the
selection of system operating parameters under full channel in-
formation as well as partial channel information. Section VII
discusses the simulation setup and reports the results for dif-
ferent schemes. We conclude the paper in Section VIII.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

We study an infrastructure based wireless network (such as
Wireless LAN or cellular), and assume a source station (a BS or
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TABLE I
NOTATION

AP) is multicasting a compressed video stream to nodes within
its coverage range of radius, . We assume the nodes are ran-
domly uniformly distributed and we define the node placement
as one realization of the node locations. All nodes in the net-
work are equipped with one antenna and can transmit at dif-
ferent transmission rates supported by the underlying physical
layer. Note that each physical layer transmission rate, , corre-
sponds to a modulation level, and channel code rate. In accor-
dance with IEEE 802.11g [30], we consider only square con-
stellations. We assume that the channel between the source sta-
tion and each node, and that between each pair of nodes, expe-
rience independent slow Rayleigh fading. Note that when the
minimum spacing between two antennas is sufficiently greater
than half wavelength, the correlation of the transmitted signals
by the antennas is low enough that the associated fading can be
considered independent. We assume that the fading is constant
over the transmission time of a single packet, but changes in-
dependently from packet to packet. This is reasonable for video
communication and will be justified in Section VII. We also as-
sume each channel experiences path loss such that the received
power decays exponentially in distance for a given path loss ex-
ponent.

Table I summarizes the notation used in this paper. For
the baseline direct transmission system, the source station
transmits the packets at a physical layer transmission rate of

. In order to correct the remaining packet errors
after physical layer channel coding, we employ packet level
FEC across video packets. In our design, we apply a packet
level FEC rate of such that all the nodes in the coverage
area receive the video with an FEC decoding failure probability
below a certain threshold. We will further discuss the packet
level FEC in Section IV.

The proposed cooperative system employs RDSTC [8] as
illustrated in Fig. 1, wherein a single-antenna relay employs
a regular single-input and single output (SISO) decoder to
decode the information sent by the source station in the first
hop. Each potential relay detects bit errors in each received
packet using cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and forwards
the packet only when the packet is correctly received. To
forward, the relay re-encodes the information and then passes
the coded bits through an STC encoder. The output from the
STC encoder is in the form of L parallel streams with each

stream corresponding to an antenna in a system with L transmit
antennas. However, in contrast to a multi-antenna transmitter, in
a RDSTC system, the relay transmits a random linear weighted
combination of all L streams, where the weights are denoted
by , with denoting the index of the
node, . The effect of different randomization
vectors is discussed in [8]. The diversity of RDSTC based
cooperation is the minimum of the STC dimension and the
number of relays. At the receiver, the equivalent channel gain
(which includes the channel gain and the randomization matrix)
is estimated using pilot signals [8]. Therefore, decoders already
designed for space-time code reception can be directly used for
RDSTC decoding.

For multicast with RDSTC, the source station transmits a
packet at a physical layer transmission rate of bits/sec. The
nodes that receive the packet correctly form the relay set, and
are called the Hop-1 nodes, as depicted in Fig. 2 where a snap-
shot of the network for some fixed fading state is illustrated. All
nodes that can correctly receive a packet from the source station
re-encode and transmit the packet simultaneously at a physical
layer transmission rate of bits/sec using RDSTC with dimen-
sion . The nodes which fail to receive the source station trans-
mission correctly are called Hop-2 nodes. Hop-2 nodes listen to
relay transmissions to decode the original source packet. We as-
sume that the source station does not transmit with the relays in
the second hop, and Hop-2 nodes do not use the noisy signal re-
ceived from the source station in Hop-1 in decoding. Combining
source station and relay signals would increase the performance
at Hop-2 nodes at the expense of a more complex receiver. Note
that as we increase , the number of Hop-1 nodes reduces.
Therefore, the sustainable data rate for the second hop, , is
expected to be lower in order to cover all the nodes. On the other
hand, if the first hop rate, , is lower, more nodes participate
in the second hop transmission, and hence the second hop trans-
mission rate, , can be higher. In order to handle packet losses,
the source station employs packet level FEC at a rate . Here,
we assume the Hop-1 nodes do not differentiate between the
source and FEC (parity) packets. The source station chooses
such that after two hop transmission, the FEC decoding failure
probability at each node is below a threshold. Note that due to
fading, successful reception of a packet does not necessarily de-
pend on the distance to the source station. Therefore, some of
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Fig. 1. Transmitter and receiver architecture at the relay nodes.

Fig. 2. Snapshot of the network.

the nodes that are closer to the source station may experience a
bad fading level and may not be able to receive the packet. On
the other hand, there are some nodes that observe a good fading
level and receive the packet even though they are far away from
the source station. Also, due to different fading levels for each
packet, whether a node belongs to Hop-1 or Hop-2 can change
from packet to packet.

Scalable video compression such as MGS quality scalability
mode of H.264/SVC [33] allows for coding a video into multiple
layers so that reception of more layers leads to better quality. In
multicast, layered coding allows differentiated quality for dif-
ferent nodes based on their average channel conditions. Fur-
thermore, layered coding can be combined with cooperation and
FEC for unequal error protection. In addition to the aforemen-
tioned non-layered system, we also examined a layered system
where the source station and relays transmit packets from dif-
ferent layers in separate time slots. For direct transmission, we
assume the source station transmits the base layer packets at a

rate bits/sec with an FEC rate of and the enhancement
layer packets at a rate bits/sec with an FEC rate of .
For cooperative multicast, the source station transmits the base
layer packets at a rate bits/sec and the relays transmit the
base layer packets at a rate bits/sec and STC dimension ,
both with an FEC rate of . Similarly, the transmission rates
for enhancement layer packets for the first and second hop are

and , respectively, with an STC dimension of and
FEC rate of . We denote the percentage of nodes that receive
both base and enhancement layers by ; consequently, the per-
centage of nodes that receive only the base layer is .
We configure the transmission rates and FEC rates to maximize
the enhancement layer rate, while fixing the base layer rate at a
preset constant (equal or higher than the video rate supportable
by single layer direct transmission), for a given .

III. COMPUTATION OF BIT AND PACKET ERROR RATES

In the following subsections, we first discuss the computation
of the instantaneous bit error rate (BER) (for each channel real-
ization), both for direct transmission and RDSTC. Then, using
this BER and the underlying channel code, we will describe the
computation of average packet error rate (PER). The PER in re-
turn will be used to determine the required packet level FEC rate.

A. BER of Single Link

We assume that at time , the source station transmits a
symbol with energy and th node experiences an
instantaneous channel gain of from the source station. Then
the received signal at the th node at time can be written as

(1)

where is additive complex white Gaussian noise with vari-
ance , and is the Rayleigh random variable representing
the channel gain. We can express the instantaneous received
SNR at the th node, , as

(2)

where is the average transmit SNR.
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For an M-QAM square constellation, the symbol error rate
can be computed as [34]

(3)

with

(4)

where the function is defined as

(5)

With Gray coding, the BER for the M-QAM can be approx-
imated by

(6)

B. BER for RDSTC

Note that the instantaneous BER computation for the first hop
of RDSTC is the same as for the direct transmission. For the
second hop, we assume nodes receive the packet correctly
and participate as relays. Each relay transmits its data with a
symbol energy of .

We consider an underlying STC of size for RDSTC,
where is the number of antennas and is the block length.
We assume the STC is based on complex orthogonal designs
[32]. For RDSTC weights represented by a vector for relay

, we can express the transmitted signal from the th relay at
time as

(7)

where and . Here, is
the th column of the STC. Note that is a function of
the source symbols, with the mapping determined by the under-
lying STC. We assume that each element of is an independent
complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance

[8].
The receiver architecture in Hop-2 is similar to a regular STC

receiver with one antenna. The received signal at node at the
th symbol interval can be expressed as

(8)

where is the channel vector,
with representing channel gain from the th relay to
the th node, denotes additive white Gaussian
noise with variance . and can be written as

, .
Using pilot signals, estimation of the equivalent channel gain

can be carried out similarly to the estimation of channel

gain in conventional STC [8]. Assuming the th node es-
timates perfectly and using the orthogonality of the STC,
the equivalent received SNR at node is

(9)

We can compute the instantaneous BER of the second hop for
a given set of relays by inserting (9) in (4) and then using (6).

C. Computation of PER

Following the specifications of IEEE 802.11g standard, we
employ convolutional codes of rates 1/2, 2/3, and 3/4 with gen-
erator polynomials given in [30]. We assume the bit errors in
the received stream, which serves as the input to the channel
decoder, are independent and identically distributed with the in-
stantaneous BER given as in Sections III-A and B, and we nu-
merically compute the corresponding PER. For both schemes,
we first generate a bit stream and encode it using a chosen con-
volutional code. The coded bits are flipped randomly according
to the BER derived above. The output of the decoder is com-
pared to the bitstream to determine whether or not a packet is
received at a particular fading level. Note that due to fading, the
received channel strength, and hence the reception of a packet
at each node changes over time. For direct transmission, at each
node and for a particular fading level, we first determine whether
or not a packet is received using the single link BER. Then, using
channel simulations, the average PER is computed over all pos-
sible fading levels. Hence, the average PER between the two
nodes only depends on the modulation and the channel code as
well as the distance between the nodes. For cooperative multi-
cast, we compute the average PER from the source station to
each node in two steps. We first determine whether or not a
packet is received after first hop transmission based on single
link BER. The nodes that receive the packets become relays.
We then compute the BER of the link from relays to each node
using the BER computation for RDSTC. Similar to the single
link case, using channel simulations, we compute the average
PER over all possible fading levels. We then find the maximum
average PER, , among all nodes, based on the average PER
at each node.

IV. PACKET LEVEL FEC AND DIRECT TRANSMISSION

In order to handle packet losses remaining after channel
coding, we employ packet level FEC. The basic idea of packet
level FEC is that redundant information is sent a priori by the
source station, in order to be used by the receivers to correct
errors/losses without contacting the source station. The ad-
vantage of using packet level FEC for multicasting is that any
parity packet can be used to correct independent packet losses
among different nodes. This way, we can avoid the feedback
implosion problem, which occurs when the source station is
overwhelmed by feedback messages from the receivers in a
large multicast system. However, such a scheme introduces
overhead since extra parity packets are now transmitted by the
source station. Furthermore, since the FEC is applied across
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TABLE II
TRANSMISSION RATES FOR IEEE 802.11gAND THEIR CORRESPONDING MODULATION SCHEMES AND CHANNEL CODES

packets, it also introduces additional delay which will be dis-
cussed in Section VII. Despite additional overhead and delay,
considering the benefits for error recovery, such a scheme is
widely used in a multicast environment.

We assume that by using CRC at the link layer, each receiver
is able to decide whether or not a packet is correctly received.
The packets that are lost or received incorrectly can be viewed
as erasures and an erasure code at the packet level can be used to
recover the lost packets. In particular, for every source packets,
if we add parity packets, we can recover all the source packets
as long as the number of erasures is at most using perfect
codes. Reed-Solomon (RS) code provides a good example of
a perfect code [35].

The rate of a perfect code, , is the ratio of the number of
source packets to the total number of packets, that is

. The FEC decoding failure probability is the probability that
at least packets are in error. While evaluating the per-
formance of the system, for given and average PER, we nu-
merically determine so that FEC decoding failure probability
is below . We conducted subjective tests in our lab
and observed that when using an error-resilient video decoder,
typically there is no noticeable quality degradation when FEC
decoding failure probability is below this threshold.

Suppose that at a direct transmission rate of bits/sec, the
maximum average PER among all nodes in the desired coverage
radius is . Note that depends on the transmis-
sion rate. Hence, the packet level FEC rate also depends
on . In a wireless network, multicast service usually uses a
portion of the total available bandwidth. We define the multi-
cast payload ratio, , as the ratio of the bit rate used to transmit
multicast payload data (e.g., video data including FEC parity
packets) to the total transmission rate. Then, with direct trans-
mission for a given , all the nodes receive video at the same
rate of

(10)

In conventional multicast systems (referred as Direct), all
packets are transmitted at the base rate of the underlying net-
work (e.g., 6 Mbps for IEEE 802.11g) with a packet level FEC
at fixed rate that is chosen based on the average PER such
that the FEC decoding failure probability is smaller than . Note
that, although in conventional multicast, the transmission rate
and FEC rate is fixed, one can adapt the transmission rate and
consequently the FEC rate based on the channel conditions to
maximize the video rate in (10). We will use this observation
next to improve the performance of direct transmission.

Since the transmission rate affects the FEC rate through the
corresponding PER, we ran preliminary simulations using the
single link packet error formulation in Section III-A, to observe
the PER variation for different transmission rates and different
average channel qualities between the transmitter and the re-
ceiver. In Table II, we list the physical layer transmission rates

of IEEE 802.11g and their corresponding modulation and con-
volutional channel coding rates [30] used in our computations.
In Fig. 3(a), we illustrate the PER as a function of average re-
ceived SNR between the transmitter and its receiver for different
transmission rates as described in Section III-C. Here, we only
present the results up to a PER of 25%, since for higher PER,
the channel will be highly unreliable. For a fixed received SNR,
we define sustainable transmission rate as the rate at which the
average PER is less than 25%. Note that at a particular received
SNR, among all sustainable transmission rates, the higher the
transmission rate is, the higher the PER and therefore the more
FEC parity packets should be transmitted. On the other hand, as
the transmission rate increases, the more efficient the use of the
spectrum becomes, allowing more room for extra FEC parity
packets. In order to find the best transmission rate to maximize
the overall video rate, we utilize the above obtained PER values
along with (10), and depict the video rates in Fig. 3(b). Since we
only consider the PER up to 25%, for each transmission rate, we
cannot sustain received SNR below a threshold.

We observe that as the average received SNR increases, a
higher transmission rate together with lower FEC rate (i.e.,
large number of parity packets) provides higher video rates than
using a lower transmission rate with higher FEC rate . Moti-
vated by this observation, we also consider rate adaptation for
direct transmission (Direct-adaptive) [18]. For Direct-adaptive,
the transmission rates and FEC rates are dynamically adjusted
according to node channel conditions to maximize the video rate
in (10).

V. PROBLEM FORMULATION FOR COOPERATIVE MULTICAST

In this section, we formulate the video rate expression for
cooperative multicast. In the most general setup, we assume
two-hop cooperative layered multicast where at each hop,
we consider the transmission of base and enhancement layer
packets. For this setup, we divide a video into segments of
duration of seconds. The time is shared between the first
and second hops. The base layer is transmitted over and

fractions of each segment for the first and second hop
respectively, where

(11)

Similarly, the enhancement layer is transmitted over and
fractions of each time interval for the first and second hop,

respectively, where

(12)

This leads to

(13)

The time scheduling of the base and enhancement layers
along with the transmission rates are illustrated in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 3. PER and video rates versus different received SNRs for IEEE 802.11g with � � �. (a) Packet error rate. (b) Video rate.

TABLE III
RATES FOR COMPLEX ORTHOGONAL DESIGNS

Fig. 4. Time scheduling and transmission rates for base and enhancement
layers at first and second hop.

Before formulating the video rates for randomized coopera-
tive multicast, we discuss the practical orthogonal STC designs
that are used in this paper. The orthogonal design for
provides full rate for square QAM constellation [32], [34]. For
higher STC dimensions, we list the best known STC rates of the
orthogonal codes in Table III[36]. As we increase , on one
hand, we have higher diversity hence lower PER; on the other
hand, there is penalty in rate. Therefore, while choosing the STC
dimension for the cooperative multicast, one should choose
that maximizes the video rate.

Following (10), and considering the effect of the STC code
rate in the second hop, the video rates for the base layer at Hop-1
and Hop-2, and , can be expressed as

(14)

where is the FEC rate for the base layer.
Similarly, the video rates for the enhancement layer at Hop-1

and Hop-2, and , are

(15)

where is the FEC rate for the enhancement layer.

Below we study in detail the formulations for single layer and
layered randomized cooperative multicast. We will discuss se-
lection of the system operating parameters based on the avail-
able channel information in Section VI.

A. Single Layer Cooperation

For single layer cooperation, we set in (12);
hence, we have and . The first and
second hop transmission rates are and .
The FEC rate depends on the maximum average PER
among all nodes after two hop transmission. Since we consider
end-to-end packet level FEC, we compute the average PER ex-
perienced by each node in the multicast group using the for-
mulation in Section III. Note that the maximum average PER,
hence , depends on the transmission rates of both hops,
and , and the STC dimension .

Since we would like Hop-1 and Hop-2 nodes to receive the
same video rate, the transmission parameters should be chosen
such that . This yields

, and for a given , the corresponding video rate for
RDSTC can be expressed as

(16)

B. Layered Cooperation

In order to provide nodes differentiated quality based on their
channel conditions, we consider the general formulation based
on two layers. For layered cooperation, we want all nodes to re-
ceive the base layer at the same video rate; therefore, we have

. This yields
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. Then, the corresponding video rate for the base
layer can be expressed as

(17)

where is the FEC rate for the base layer and is deter-
mined by the maximum PER after two hop transmission,

.
For the enhancement layer, we consider two options: The

relays either forward all the enhancement layer packets or
not forward any enhancement packets at all. In both options,
we require that a certain percentage of nodes receive the
enhancement layer. By choosing the enhancement layer FEC
rate , we can adjust the percentage of nodes that receive the
enhancement layer with an FEC decoding failure probability
below the threshold . Therefore, in the first option, de-
pends on the target as well as . Furthermore,
since all enhancement layer packets are forwarded, we choose
the transmission time such that . This yields

. Since ,
the video rate for the enhancement layer can be expressed as

(18)

Alternatively, the enhancement layer packets can go through
only one hop transmission as in [14], and the source station
chooses and so that percentage of nodes successfully
receive the enhancement layer packets in the first hop. Since the
enhancement layer packets are not forwarded, the FEC rate only
depends on the first hop transmission rate, , as well as . In
this case, ; hence, . Then the video rate for the
enhancement layer is

(19)

VI. IMPACT OF AVAILABLE CHANNEL

INFORMATION ON MULTICAST RDSTC

In this section, we discuss how to determine the system op-
erating parameters to maximize the cooperative video rates de-
rived in Section V, based on the available channel information.
We consider three different levels of channel information. First,
we assume that the source knows all the average channel quali-
ties between itself and all the nodes, as well as among the nodes.
This scheme is referred as RDSTC with full channel informa-
tion, or RDSTC for short. In order for the source station to know
the average channel qualities among the nodes, the nodes could
exchange control signals among themselves to measure the av-
erage SNR, and then transmit this information back to the source
station. Although having full channel information provides the
best results, we recognize that the overhead may be formidable.
Therefore, full channel information will be used as a bench-
mark for more practical schemes with partial channel informa-
tion. For partial channel information, we consider two different
scenarios: limited channel information and node count. For the

limited channel information case, we assume the source station
knows the average channel quality between itself and every node
in the target coverage area. This requires channel feedback from
the nodes; however in this case, inter-node channel qualities are
not needed. This scheme is referred as RDSTC-limited. For the
node count case, the only information the source station has is
the number of nodes in the multicast coverage range, and this
scheme is called RDSTC-nodecount.

In the following, we discuss the selection of system operating
parameters based on these different levels of channel informa-
tion.

A. RDSTC With Full Channel Information (RDSTC)

For RDSTC, for a given node placement, , , , and
the corresponding are chosen through an exhaustive search.
For each candidate of ( , , ), we determine maximum
end-to-end average PER (averaged over fading) among all
nodes. We determine the suitable FEC of rate to ensure
FEC decoding failure probability is less than . We search
over all sustainable ( , , ) to choose ( ), and the
corresponding that maximize the video rate in (16).

In order to find the system operating parameters for layered
cooperation of Section V-B (referred as RDSTC-layered),
we set the video rate of the base layer to a target bit rate

and maximize the enhancement layer rate. First, we
exhaustively search through , and corresponding

, to ensure the FEC decoding failure probability below .
Then, for a given , we determine to maximize

similar to single layer
case. Next, we compute using the selected
such that (17) is met for the target base layer video rate .
For the enhancement layer for the two-hop case, we find all
feasible and the corresponding that guaran-
tees the reception at percent of the nodes. Then, the source
station chooses and the corresponding that
maximizes, in (18) by exhaustive search. For the case,
when the enhancement layer is transmitted in one hop, after
identifying all feasible and the corresponding , the
system operating parameters are chosen to obtain the maximum

in (19) for a target .
For all the remaining channel information levels, we only dis-

cuss the single layer case by noting that the selection of the
parameters for the layered case can be done by extending the
full-channel information case.

B. RDSTC With Limited Channel Information
(RDSTC-Limited)

Note that with the chosen path loss model, knowing the av-
erage channel conditions (in terms of SNR) between the source
station and a node is equivalent to knowing the distance be-
tween the source and the nodes, but not exactly where the node
is along the circle with the radius equal to the distance. In order
to compute the transmission parameters for a given set of av-
erage channel conditions between the source station and the
nodes, we randomly generate multiple node placements each
having all the nodes on the same set of circles which have same
source-node average channel qualities. Since some node place-
ments can be very unfavorable to cooperation, we only consider
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the majority of such node placements and choose the system
operating parameters based on 95% of the node placements, by
not considering those 5% of node placements with the highest
maximum average PER. However, when we report the system
performance, we evaluate the performance for the worst 5% of
the node placements as well. The system operating parameters
are pre-computed only once over a large set of node placements.
Note that one can choose to drop a different percentage of nodes
rather than 5% to compute the system operating parameters, but
there is a tradeoff between the percentage of node placements
dropped and supportable video rate at remaining nodes. As the
percentage of node placements dropped increases, since the re-
maining node placements are more favorable, the received video
rate increases; however, the percentage of all nodes that receive
all the packets decreases.

Specifically, for each candidate , among all node
placements with the same source-node average channel qual-
ities, we remove the worst 5% of node placements in terms
of maximum average PER, and find the maximum average
PER among the remaining 95%. We set in (16) based on
this PER. Then, among all sustainable , we choose

and the corresponding that maximize the video
rate in (16). In practice, a table of the system operating pa-
rameters ( , , , and ) for different channel conditions
between the source station and the nodes can be pre-computed
and stored at the source station.

C. RDSTC With Node-Count Information (RDSTC-Nodecount)

For a given node count, we randomly generate multiple node
placements. Different from the RDSTC-limited scheme, here we
have different source-node distances as well as different inter-
node distances for a given node count. In a manner similar to
Section VI-B, we do not consider worst 5% node placements
with worst PER. We first find the maximum average PER among
all remaining 95% node placements and compute based on
this PER. Then we choose and the corresponding

to maximize the video rate in (16). In practice, a table of the
system operating parameters ( , , , and ) for different
numbers of nodes can be pre-computed and stored at the source
station.

VII. SIMULATION SETUP AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate and compare the performances of different trans-
mission schemes, we study an IEEE 802.11g based network.
Since we modify the physical layer, we conducted the simula-
tions in Matlab7.1 and used the modulation and channel coding
rates of IEEE 802.11g as listed in Table II. In our simulations,
we consider different total number of nodes, , corresponding
to different density networks and for each node density, we gen-
erate 200 different node placements. The nodes are randomly
uniformly distributed in a coverage area with a radius of

, where the access point is at the center of the network.
For video, we use JSVM code [9] for the H.264/SVC [33] en-
coder to generate video packets. We use the slice mode to limit
the maximum packet size to 1400 bytes. Note that with the slice
mode, a video frame with a compressed size larger than 1400
bytes will be split into multiple slices, which are then put into
separate RTP packets. Each slice is coded such that it can be

decoded even if previous slices are lost. Without using the slice
mode, a frame that is larger than the maximum transport unit
(MTU) size in the underlying network will be fragmented into
multiple RTP packets. A lost packet in a video frame may make
the following packets undecodable, even if those packets are re-
ceived. Therefore, using the slice mode makes the video stream
more resilient to packet losses, at the cost of slightly increased
bit rate for the same encoding quality. For the sequences we used
in this paper, the average increase in the bit rate was less than
5%. We use standard definition (SD) 30-Hz videos whose video
rates range from 0.5 Mbps to 2 Mbps. The corresponding packet
duration is in the order of 1 ms. On the other hand, the coher-
ence time for the IEEE802.11a/g typically is 16 ms for a person
moving at 5 km/h [31]. Therefore, we assume that the fading
is constant throughout the packet. Considering that packets for
the same video stream are not always sent back-to-back due to
channel contention, it is reasonable to assume that consecutive
packets from the same stream are separated more than the co-
herence interval and hence see independent fading. To compute
the average PER at each node, we generate 2000 different inde-
pendent fading levels for all node pairs for the same node place-
ment. For RDSTC, we choose among STC dimensions listed in
Table III.

We choose the transmission energy of the source station, ,
such that with direct transmission at the base transmission rate

, the nodes at the edge of the coverage range ex-
perience an average PER of 5% (before FEC), which is a typical
PER assumption for wireless networks. For the same node count

, the selected transmission parameters and hence achievable
video rates for RDSTC, RDSTC-limited, and Direct-adaptive de-
pend on the actual node placements, and in the performance
curves presented below, we report the average video rates and
the transmission rates that are averaged over all node place-
ments.

In order to have comparable power consumption with direct
transmission, we would ideally like to choose the total relay
transmission energy to be equal to the source station trans-
mission energy. However, this requires the knowledge of the
number of Hop-1 nodes, which varies from packet to packet. In
order to avoid the feedback needed to acquire such information,
we set the relay energy per symbol for the relays in the RDSTC
system to where is the symbol energy
of the source station and is the average number of relays.
Since the symbol rate is the same for all different physical
transmission rates, by setting the symbol energy as above, the
average power consumed by RDSTC scheme is on the average
equal to direct transmission. In Fig. 5, we illustrate
versus different first hop transmission rates for different
(averaged over node placements and fading levels). We observe
that the ratio is almost constant for different number of nodes

. Therefore, we use this constant ratio (depending on ) to
normalize each relay’s transmission power in all three RDSTC
schemes. Note that even at the highest transmission rate, this
ratio is quite large and above 0.3.

In our simulations, for Direct, since the nodes at the edge
of the coverage range experience a certain average PER 5%,
we apply an FEC rate of such that FEC decoding
failure probability is below . For Direct-adaptive, we
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Fig. 5. � �� versus � .

choose and corresponding that lead to the highest video
rate in (10) by exhaustive search [18]. Note that this requires the
source station to know the average channel qualities between
itself and every node in the coverage area similar to RDSTC-
limited in Section VI-B. The system operating parameters for
all cooperative schemes are chosen as described in Section VI.

In Fig. 6, we illustrate the achievable average video rates
for different single layer schemes as a function of the number
of nodes. Here we assume 10% of total available transmission
rate is used for the multicast service; hence, . For Di-
rect, the video rate does not change with number of nodes as
transmission and FEC rates are fixed. For Direct-adaptive, since
the transmission and FEC rates are chosen based on the node
with the worst average channel condition, for a large number of
nodes, there is a higher chance that there will be some node at
the edge of the coverage range; hence, the video rate reduces as
the number of nodes increases. For cooperative multicast sys-
tems, as the number of nodes increases, more relays participate
in the transmission, resulting in higher video rates. We observe
that due to the STC rate , even the number of nodes are high, the
system chooses . The proposed schemes significantly out-
perform both direct transmission and rate-adaptive direct trans-
mission as illustrated in the figure. Our results show that the per-
formance of RDSTC-limited and RDSTC-nodecount converge
as the number of nodes increases, which suggests that knowing
only the node count is almost as good as knowing the average
channel conditions between the source station and nodes. Note
that the average video rates reported for RDSTC-limited and
RDSTC-nodecount only include the best 95% node placements.
We discuss the performance in the remaining 5% node place-
ments as well as the tradeoff by choosing different percentage of
best node placements below. Furthermore, the achievable video
rates by both RDSTC-limited and RDSTC-nodecount are only
up to 10% lower than that of the RDSTC requiring full channel
information. This demonstrates that cooperation using RDSTC
is indeed very robust and capable of near optimal performance
even without full channel information.

In Fig. 7, for different node counts, we present the average op-
erating transmission rates and the corresponding FEC

Fig. 6. Average video rates versus number of nodes for single layer systems
�� � ����.

rates . We observe that as the number of nodes increases, the
average first hop transmission rate for RDSTC is close to 54
Mbps and the corresponding ratio is around 0.4 (see
Fig. 5). This means for each packet, almost half of the nodes
receive the packet correctly and participate in the second hop
transmission. Furthermore, we show that, even when the system
operating parameters are chosen with partial channel informa-
tion, they are close to those of RDSTC with full-channel infor-
mation.

Recall that in RDSTC-limited and RDSTC-nodecount, the
system operating parameters are chosen based on the best 95%
of the node placements. All nodes in these placements receive
video packets with an FEC decoding failure probability of less
than . Note that in the 5% worst node placements,
many nodes actually have PER less than the maximum PER
in the 95% node placements considered. Hence, these nodes
can also receive all the packets with a decoding failure rate less
than . In Fig. 8, we consider all the node placements
(including the worst 5% of node placements) and present the
percentage of nodes that receive all the packets with an FEC
decoding failure probability of less than . We observe
that even though the system operating parameters were chosen
without considering 5% worst node placements, for a high
density network, almost all the nodes receive all the packets.
We further evaluate the video rate performance for different
percentage of worst node placements in Table IV. Note that as
we increase the percentage of the worst node placements, since
we are only guaranteeing delivery to fewer number of node
placements, the average video rate increases.

For layered cooperation, we only evaluate the performance
of layered RDSTC under full channel information (RDSTC-lay-
ered), but the results can be extended to other schemes easily. In
Fig. 9(a), we illustrate the average video rates, for RDSTC-lay-
ered and Direct-adaptive-layered with , and compare
with RDSTC as well as direct transmission schemes. Here we
set the base layer rate to where is the
video rate for direct transmission and evaluate the video rate
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Fig. 7. Transmission rates and FEC rates for single layer systems. (a) Average transmission rates. (b) Average FEC rates.

TABLE IV
EFFECT OF DIFFERENT PERCENTAGE OF WORST NODE PLACEMENTS

ON AVERAGE VIDEO RATES FOR RDSTC-NODECOUNT �� � ����

of the enhancement layer, . With layered randomized co-
operation, % of the nodes observe significant improve-
ment on the video rate compared to single layered randomized
cooperation while the remaining nodes still experience a much
better video quality than direct transmission. Furthermore, lay-
ered randomized cooperation outperforms layered direct trans-
mission. In Fig. 9(b), for a fixed number of nodes, we present the
achievable total video rates as a function of for
the same base layer rate above. Recall that is the percentage
of nodes receiving both layers, while is the percentage
of nodes receiving only base layer; hence, as we increase , the
total achievable video rate reduces, as we provide this rate to
more nodes.

Note that under the same video rate, the perceptual video
quality depends on the characteristics of the underlying video
with a video containing fast moving objects and fine texture
having a lower quality. In order to evaluate the gain in video
quality brought by the increase in the video rate, we report the
video quality achievable at the supported video rates by different
schemes for two different SD resolution videos:
Harbor and Terrace. The Harbor sequence features many parked
or moving ships in a crowded harbor and the movements are
mainly attributed to the moving ships in the harbor, as well as the
ripples in the water. The Terrace sequence shows the internal ter-
race of a well-lit building, occasionally with people passing by.
The scene content is relatively simple. From our own perceptual
observation, we have found that as long as the FEC decoding
failure probability is below the chosen threshold , the
loss effect is hardly noticeable, the decoded video quality is al-
most equal to the encoded video quality and depends only on the
video rate. Here, we use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) to

Fig. 8. Percentage of nodes to receive all packets at all node placements versus
number of nodes, � .

evaluate the video quality, which is commonly used by the video
coding community, and correlates reasonably well with percep-
tual quality when the video is free from packet loss artifacts and
the bit rate is not very low. Considering the range of SD video
rates, we use . In Table V, we report the PSNR corre-
sponding to the average video rates supported by different trans-
mission schemes for a dense network . For Terrace
sequence, single layer cooperative multicast achieves 7.09 dB
and 1.05 dB improvement compared to direct transmission and
rate adaptive direct transmission, respectively. Layered cooper-
ation provides further PSNR gains of up to 8.70 dB for nodes
with good channel quality (that receive both layers) whereas the
nodes with bad channel conditions (that receive only the base
layer) experience a PSNR improvement of 3.96 dB compared
to direct transmission. Such gains in PSNR lead to significant
visual improvement. For the Harbor sequence, relatively lower
gains are achievable, but are still significant.

Finally, we discuss the delay introduced by FEC into the di-
rect transmission and cooperative multicast system. In a system
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Fig. 9. Average video rates for layered cooperation for different � and � �� � ����. (a) Video rates versus number of nodes for � � ���. (b) Video rates
versus � for � � ��.

TABLE V
VIDEO QUALITY IN AVERAGE PSNR (dB) FOR DIFFERENT TRANSMISSION SCHEMES �� � ���� � � ��� � � ����

that adds parity packets to each block of source packets,
the receiver must wait for packets before FEC de-
coding. Therefore, the maximum delay due to FEC decoding
is the time needed to transmit packets. Since the received
video rate already considers the parity packets and , the delay
is , where is the packet size and is the
received video rate. In our case, we use packets and

Bytes. Recall that the supportable video rate de-
pends on and . For and , the average
supportable video rates by Direct, Direct-adaptive, and RDTSC
are 0.54 Mbps, 1.37 Mbps, and 1.69 Mbps, respectively (see
Table V). This leads to delays of 2.640, 1.040, and 0.849 s, re-
spectively. Since cooperative multicast can support higher video
rates, it also leads to a smaller delay compared to the direct
transmission. Note that this delay only causes initial play-out
delay, which is acceptable for multicast applications. For live
streaming applications, FEC encoding has to be done on the
fly. Note that for on the fly FEC encoding, the sender can still
transmit the source packets while buffering them for the FEC en-
coding. When there are enough packets in the buffer, the sender
generates and transmits the FEC packets introducing FEC en-
coding delay to the system which is negligible. The previous
discussion is for single layer cooperative multicast and similar
computations can be carried out for the layered case as well.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we propose a cooperative layered video mul-
ticasting scheme using RDSTC along with packet level FEC to
enable error resilient video delivery. We choose the transmission
rates of the first and second hops, STC dimension, and FEC rate
to maximize the achievable video rate at all nodes in the single

layer system. In the layered case, we maximize the video rate of
the enhancement layer given a target base layer video rate and a
percentage of nodes that receive both base and enhancement
layers. We further discuss the impact of the available channel
information, and propose three different schemes to choose the
system operating parameters based on the available network
state information for the RDSTC scheme. Our results show that
rate adaptive direct transmission provides more than two times
higher video rates as compared to conventional multicast. For
single layer cooperation with full channel information, the sup-
portable video rate is more than three times higher than conven-
tional multicast. For the layered case with full channel infor-
mation, closer nodes experience up to five times higher video
rates, depending on , while the distant nodes still experience
much higher video rates compared with the direct transmission.
We observe that RDSTC with limited channel information and
RDSTC with node count perform similarly when there are a
large number of nodes in the network. We show that even when
the transmission parameters are chosen with partial channel in-
formation (for example, only based on node count), the robust-
ness of RDSTC ensures that the performance loss is negligible
compared to RDSTC with full channel information.

In the proposed scheme in this paper, the relays forward all the
packets without differentiating between the source and parity
packets. Furthermore, the parity packets are only generated at
the source station. A future research direction considers en-
abling FEC encoding at the relays to forego first hop transmis-
sion of parity packets in order to improve the overall multi-
cast performance. With such a design, parity packets are gen-
erated by the nodes that receive the source packets correctly,
and these parity packets are only transmitted in the second hop
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using RDSTC. Preliminary investigation of this approach has
shown promising improvement over the RDSTC scheme pre-
sented here [37].
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